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trophilic substitution reactions on the position nature 
of the transition states;17 the present work indicates the 
potential importance of the electron-distribution pattern 
within the <r complex type of transition state. 

Experimental Section 
Materials. Pentamethylbenzene and hexamethylbenzene were 

commercially available in high purity and were used without further 
purification. l-Chloro-2,3,4,5,6-pentamethylbenzene was prepared 
by chlorination of pentamethylbenzene in nitrornethane at 0°, 
using chlorine catalyzed with ZnCl2, mp 154.5° (lit.18 mp 155°). 
l-Bromo-2,3,4,5,6-pentamethylbenzene was prepared by bromina-
tion of pentamethylbenzene with bromine in acetic acid at 25°, 
mp 161.2° (lit.19 mp 160-162°). l-Fluoro-2,3,4,5,6-pentamethyl-
benzene was prepared from 2,3,4,5,6-pentamethylaniline by the 
Schieman reaction, mp 72.5° (lit.20 mp 59°). The pentamethyl-
aniline was obtained by reduction of l-nitro-2,3,4,5,6-pentamethyl-

(18) A.Tbhl, Ber., 25,1524(1892). 
(19) T. Beacall, Trans. Faraday Soc., 41, 472 (1945). 
(20) B. S. Biggs, U.S. Patent 2361591 (Oct 31, 1944); Chem. Abstr., 

39, 2297 (1945). 

The theoretical investigation of a chemical reaction is 
essentially a two-step study. The first step is static. 

It consists in computing the potential energy of the 
reaction system as a function of the different geometrical 
parameters. Hence, some information on the reaction 
mechanism can be obtained, such as (i) the minimum-
energy path to go from reactants to products and con
sequently the shape of the reaction coordinate; (ii) the 
difference between the calculated energies for the re
actants and for the system at the transition state, which 
is compared to the activation energy of the reaction as a 
first approximation. In recent years, the growth of 
scientific computers as well as the realization of fast 
programs for quantum mechanical calculations has 
made the extensive investigation of potential-energy 

(1) The Laboratoire de Chimie Theorique is part of the Laboratoire 
de Physico-Chimie des Rayonnements associated with the CNRS. 

benzene prepared by nitration of pentamethylbenzene with the 
nitrating agent described by Olah and Lin.21 

Nitronium tetrafluoroborate was prepared according to the 
procedure of Olah and Kuhn22 or the modified procedure intro
duced by Kuhn.23 Antimony pentafluoride was triply distilled be
fore preparation of the (1:1 M) HF-SbF5 solution. Fluorosulfuric 
acid was doubly distilled before use. 

Nmr Study of Ions. The benzenium and nitrobenzenium ions 
were prepared as described in the text and then were transferred by 
precooled pipets, or by direct pouring, to precooled nmr tubes. 
Proton spectra were obtained with a Varian Associates Model 
A56/60 spectrometer equipped with a variable-temperature probe. 
External TMS (capillary tube) was used as reference. Carbon-13 
spectra were obtained on a Varian Associates Model XL-100 spec
trometer, using 13C-enriched TMS (capillary tube) as reference. 
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(21) G. A. Olah and H. C. Lin, Synthesis, 488 (1973). 
(22) S. J. Kuhn and G. A. Olah, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 83, 4564 

(1961). 
(23) S. J.Kuhn, Can.J. Chem., 45, 3207(1967). 

surfaces possible, for many organic reactions involving 
rather complex molecules. 

The second step is of a dynamical nature. It consists 
in obtaining dynamical trajectories on the potential 
surface. Classical mechanics is supposed to describe 
correctly the atomic motion. In certain cases, such a 
study, at the end, allows the obtaining of the rate con
stant of the reaction. This was done for the first time 
by Karplus, Porter, and Sharma for the exchange re
action H + H2 -*• H2 + H.2 In other respects, the 
dynamical study brings new information on the mech
anism of the reaction. Thus, Polanyi and Wong3 

studied the relative influence of initial translational 

(2) M. Karplus, R. N. Porter, and R. D. Sharma, / . Chem. Phys., 
43, 3259 (1965). 

(3) 1. C. Polanyi and W. H. Wong, J. Chem. Phys., 51, 1439, 1451 
(1969). 
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Abstract: A brief explanation is presented for the results of experimental and theoretical investigations of geo
metrical and optical isomerizations of substituted cyclopropanes. In particular, the results of ab initio quantum 
mechanical calculations of the potential-energy surfaces for these reactions (notably in geometries of the transition 
states and suitability of static reaction paths) have shown the important fact that the reactions proceed roughly in 
sequence: ring opening, rotation of the terminal groups in the diradical species, and ring closure. In connection 
with these results, a preliminary dynamical study of the mechanism has been carried out in which the coupled rota
tions of the two terminal methylene groups on the trimethylene diradical and then the symmetric ring closure (or 
ring opening) of trimethylene (or cyclopropane) to cyclopropane (or trimethylene) are studied separately. The 
rotation surface is rather flat. Consequently, the possible trajectories are quite diverse, and only a few of them 
follow the previously proposed static-reaction paths. On the contrary, for ring closure the surface is very steep 
and the actual trajectories appear to deviate only slightly from the static path. The influence of different 
substituents on the trajectories is briefly investigated. 
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energy and vibrational energy for the exchange reaction 
A + BC -»• AB + C as well as the final distribution of 
energy among the products. Such results cannot be 
derived from the only study of the static potential sur
face. Moreover, the dynamical study is sometimes 
clearly indispensable to elucidate a reaction mechanism. 
Thus the reaction H2 + I2 -»• 2HI was considered for a 
long time as a bimolecular reaction. Semiempirical 
calculations of the potential-barrier height for a bi
molecular process gave a result of 42 kcal/mol,4 an 
excellent agreement with the experimental value of the 
activation energy (41 kcal/mol). However, dynamical 
trajectories calculations using the same surface led to 
an activation energy of 53 kcal/mol.5 Therefore a 
supplementary energy barrier of 11 kcal/mol exists, due 
exclusively to dynamical effects, and which practically 
excludes the bimolecular mechanism. 

Complete dynamical studies, including the calculation 
of macroscopic reaction rates, have been restricted, until 
now, to triatomic or tetraatomic systems.6 They re
quire a preliminary knowledge of all the regions of the 
potential surface that are accessible for a given total 
energy. In addition, very many dynamical trajectories 
must be computed for suitably selected sets of initial 
conditions. For larger systems—even the smallest 
systems of interest in organic chemistry—it is impossible 
to obtain reaction rates by means of a complete dy
namical study. Too many degrees of freedom have to 
be taken into account to obtain the full potential sur
face. Simplifying assumptions are required to scan this 
surface. In general, only those geometrical parameters 
which contribute notably to the reaction path are varied. 
The secondary parameters are either held constant or 
varied in a conventional way. There is no choice but 
to carry these constraints over into the dynamical calcu
lation. Then the system is said to be constrained. 
Consequently, the vibrational excitation of purely non-
reactive modes is ignored. From a static point of view, 
this is not a severe restriction if the important param
eters have been carefully selected. On the contrary, 
from a dynamic point of view, the a priori neglect of any 
energy transfer between reactive and nonreactive modes 
(as well as the possible dissipation of a part of the energy 
over various nonreactive modes) can play a crucial role, 

(4) L. M. Raff, L. Stivers, R. N. Porter, D. L. Tompson, and L. B. 
Sims, J. Chem. Phys., 52, 3449 (1970). 

(5) R. N. Porter, D. L. Tompson, and L. B. Sims, J. Amer. Chem. 
Soc, 92, 3208(1970). 

(6) D. L. Bunker in "Methods in Computational Physics," Vol. 10, 
Academic Press, New York, N. Y., 1971, p 287, and references therein. 

in particular near the middle of the reaction where the 
final outcome of the reaction is decided. 

Nevertheless, the dynamical study of the elementary 
processes occurring in the course of a reaction remains 
useful and complementary to the static study of the 
potential surface, even though it is incomplete and 
does not lead to the reaction rate. In particular, the 
comparison of dynamical trajectories with the static 
minimum-energy path is very instructive. Initial condi
tions seem to play a crucial part in the shape of dy
namical trajectories. In a first study devoted to the 
dynamics of organic reactions, Wang and Karplus7 have 
recently shown that for the reaction CH2 + H2 -»• CH4, 
only certain specific initial conditions lead to trajectories 
close to the minimum-energy path; most dynamical 
trajectories are much more complex than this path. 
Furthermore, deviations may result from the fact that 
for a given potential surface in two dimensions, which is 
represented as a map, the optimum path is most often 
drawn approximately under the assumption that the 
evolution of the system can be represented by the sliding 
of a mass point on the potential surface. This model is 
generally improper for constrained systems.8 

In the present article, the results of a preliminary 
study of geometrical and optical isomerization reac
tions of cyclopropane-type molecules are presented. 
These organic reactions are very simple and have pre
viously been the subject of detailed static quantum-
mechanical calculations in our laboratory.9 

Experiments and Previous Theoretical Investigations 

The pyrolysis of substituted cyclopropanes leads to 
three types of unimolecular isomerizations (see Figure 
1). The first kinetic study of the conversion of cyclo
propane into propylene (reaction a) was undertaken by 
Trautz and Winkler in 1922.10 The geometrical isom
erization was discovered by Rabinovitch, Schlag, and 
Wiberg in 1958;n reaction b is faster than the structural 
isomerization in propylene (a). Finally, the optical 
isomerization was observed, independently by Crawford 
and Lynch,12a by Berson and Balquist,12b and by 
Bergmann and Carter;120 their common conclusion 
states that geometrical (b) and optical (c) isomerizations 
are competitive reaction processes. This was con
firmed recently by Doering and Sachdev.12d Most 
mechanisms for the geometrical and optical isomeriza
tion reactions invoke a trimethylene diradical species 
(Figure 2). 

These reactions have aroused a great deal of interest 
among theoretical chemists. Indeed, they lie within 
the simplest reactions in organic chemistry; formally, 

(7) I. S. Y. Wang and M. Karplus, / . Amer. Chem. Soc, 95, 8160 
(1973). 

(8) X. Chapuisat, Y. Jean, and C. Leforestier, to be submitted for 
publication. 

(9) (a) Y. Jean, L. Salem, J. S. Wright, J. A. Horsley, C. Moser, and 
R. M. Stevens, Pure Appl. Chem., Siippi, 1, 197 (1971); (b) J. A. 
Horsley, Y. Jean, C. Moser, L. Salem, R. M. Stevens, and J. S. Wright, 
J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 94, 279 (1972). 

(10) M. Trautz and K. Winkler, J. Prukt. Chem., [2] 104, 53 (1922). 
For the most recent experimental work on the mechanism of this reac
tion, see J. E. Baldwin, and M. W. Grayston, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 96, 
1629, 1630(1974). 

(11) B. S. Rabinovitch, E. W. Schlag, and K. W. Wiberg, / . Chem. 
Phys., 28,504(1958). 

(12) (a) R. J. Crawford and T. R. Lynch, Can. J. Chem., 46, 1457 
(1968); (b) J. A, Berson and J. M. Balquist, J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 90, 
7343 (1968); (c) W. L. Carter and R. G. Bergman, ibid., 90, 7344 
(1968); R. G. Bergman and W. L. Carter, ibid., 91, 7411 (1969); (d) 
W. von E. Doering and K. Sachdev, ibid., 96, 1168(1974). 
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Figure 2. Mechanisms usually invoked for the geometrical and 
optical isomerization of cyclopropane-type molecules. 

they require only a rotation of 180° in one or both 
methylene group. Otherwise, the nature as well as the 
chemical behavior of the postulated intermediate di-
radical creates problems to which nothing definitely 
satisfactory has been answered.13 After the prelimi
nary theoretical work on the trimethylene diradical by 
Hoffmann,14 several groups undertook nonempirical 
quantum-mechanical calculations on (i) the ring open
ing of the cyclopropane molecule and (ii) the rotations 
of the terminal methylene groups in the diradical species 
thus obtained.915 The results of these calculations 
confirm the competition experimentally observed be
tween the two isomerization reactions. Moreover, no 
potential-energy barrier is found in the ring closure of 
the diradical toward the cyclopropane (the second step 
in the reaction of Figure 2). Finally, the geometry of 
the transition state for geometrical isomerization has 
been resolved in 21-dimensional space, and that for 
optical isomerization obtained approximately.9 Static 
reaction paths were proposed for both reactions b 
and c. 

General Considerations on the Dynamical Study 

The potential-energy surface that is used in the follow
ing study was computed by one of us.9 It is necessary 
to recall the method which we used in this static investi
gation since the preliminary dynamical description pre
sented below lies within the same scheme. 

The static study required consideration of three main 
geometrical parameters: the angle of ring opening CCC 
and the rotation angles for both terminal methylene 
groups. First, the potential-energy surface was inves
tigated under the assumption that the ring-opening mo
tion and the rotations were decoupled. In other words 
the ring opening from the cyclopropane to the face-to-face 
diradical FF (cf. Figure 3a) is carried out first. Next, 
various reaction paths, along which FF is transformed 
into either its geometrical or its optical isomer are in
vestigated. These paths go through symmetric half
way points,16 such as EF (edge-to-face, cf. Figure 3b) 
and EE (edge-to-edge, cf. Figure 3c). It is worthwhile 
to note that they all have very nearly the same opened-
ring angle, namely about 113°. Within this scheme, 

(13) For a very complete review, see R. G. Bergman in "Free Radi
cals," J. K. Kochi, Ed., Wiley-Interscience, New York, N. Y., 1973. 

(14) R. Hoffmann, / . Amer. Chem. Soc, 90, 1475 (1968). 
(15) (a) R. J. Buenker and S. D. Peyerimhoff, J. Phys. Chem., 73, 

1299 (1969); (b) A. K. Q. Siu, W. M. St.-John, II, and E. F. Hayes, 
J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 92, 7249 (1970); (c) P. J. Hay, W. J. Hunt, and 
W. A. Goddard, III, ibid., 94, 638 (1972). 

(16) Some paths, for which the symmetry constraints at halfway are 
lifted, were also studied. However, this did not modify significantly 
the conclusions drawn from the previous symmetric paths studies. In 
the present article, we refer only to the results for symmetric reaction 
paths. 

Figure 3. Definition of the geometries of the three diradicals 
face-to-face (FF), edge-to-face (EF), and edge-to-edge (EE). 

typical reaction paths for both geometrical and optical 
isomerizations therefore are 

cyclopropane — > • F F — > • EF — > • FF — > • 

cyclopropane (geometrical isomer) 

cyclopropane — > FF — ^ - EE — > FF — > 

cyclopropane (optical isomer) 

The theoretical search according to the minimum-energy 
path criterion leads respectively to EF (geometrical 
isomerization) and to a structure very close (both in 
energy and in conformation) to EE (optical isomeriza
tion) as transition states. These diradical structures 
have similar energy. 

The reaction paths thus obtained are not absolute 
minimum-energy paths on the full surface since the 
isomerizing molecule has been constrained to go 
through the intermediate structure FF. Comple
mentary calculations show that variation of the CCC 
angle simultaneously with the rotation of the methylene 
groups modifies only very slightly the results. The 
rotation of one (or both) methylene group(s) remains very 
difficult energetically, unless the ring is opened suffi
ciently17 with a narrow range of permissible CCC 
angles. 

Our dynamical study is based on similar assumptions 
concerning the coordinates and their coupling. In a 
first step, the dynamics of the ring closure (FF -*• cyclo
propane) and the rotations in the trimethylene diradical 
have been investigated separately. The results of this 
preliminary study are those of the present article. In a 
future publication, we will present results including ex
plicitly the coupling of methylene rotation with CCC 
angle bending. 

It is important to remark that the decoupling of these 
two motions may be a mistake in the dynamical ap
proach, even though it is satisfactory as a first approxi
mation in the static approach. The aforementioned 
neglect of vibrational energy transfer to nonreactive 
modes (and, even here, between reactive modes) may be 
particularly damaging. However, we present here de
tailed dynamic information on both steps of the reac
tion separately. 

In particular, we have obtained: numerous dynamical 
trajectories with characteristics which distinguish them 
strongly from the (static) minimum-energy paths; 
and relative times for the ring opening and for methylene 
rotation and the variation of these times with the mass 
of the rotating terminal groups. This leads to a dy
namical analysis of substituent effects. 

We have also developed elsewhere8 a theoretical treat
ment for the analytical description of numerical po
tential-energy surfaces and the derivation of general 
equations for the mechanics of constrained systems. 

(17) Y. Jean, These de Doctorat d'Etat, Universite de Paris-Sud, 
Centre d'Orsay, 1973. 
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Figure 4. Definition of the two rotation angles of the terminal 
groups around the adjacent carbon-carbon bonds. 
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Figure S. 

Rotation of the Terminal Methylene Groups 
in the Trimethylene Diradical 

1. Description and Parametrization of the Potential 
Energy Surface. Our original static study9 led to a 
numerical two-dimensional potential-energy surface. 
It represents the potential energy of the diradical as a 
function of the two rotation angles (B1 and B2) of the 
terminal methylenes (see Figure 4). This surface ex
hibits the following characteristics. The most stable 
structure is that of the diradical FF (B1 = B2 = 0). The 
energies of the diradicals EF (B1 = 90°, B2 = 0)and EE 
(S1 = B2 = 90°) are close to each other; EE is, however, 
slightly more stable than EF. The transformation of 
EF into EE requires no activation energy. The con-
rotatory and disrotatory concerted motions which trans
form FF into EE (see Figure 5) travel through potential-
energy barriers, respectively equal to A0 and An. 
Quantum mechanical calculations show the conrota-
tory motion to be energetically easier than the disro
tatory one (hc < AD).14 We now require an approxi
mate description of this surface by an analytical ex
pression, which is simple but yet retains the essential 
features (cols, valleys, etc.) of the surface. There are 
four main features of the surface which the analytic 
formula must reproduce accurately: the energies of the 
half-way points EF and EE, respectively denoted by 
hi and A2; the potential-barrier heights, hc and An, 
respectively for conrotatory and disrotatory rotations. 
The following analytic formula is somewhat arbitrary; 
it is selected because it abides by the law of symmetry 
and takes into account the four parameters, independently 

V(OiA) = a sin2 (B1 + B2) sin2 (B1 - B2) + 
b sin2 (B1 - B2) cos2 (B1 + B2) + 

c sin2 (B1 + B2) cos2 (B1 - B2) + d sin2 B1 sin2 B2 

According to this formula, the potential energy of the 
diradical FF is chosen as origin of energies. The ex
pressions of the parameters a, b, c, and d as functions of 
hu A2, ho, and AD are 

a = hi. 

b = (An + (/!D2 - hDh2y
/')/2 

c = (hc + (he2 - AcA8)
v,)/2 

d = h2 

EF FFlgcom. ttoffi.) FF (opt.'uom.) 

Figure 6. Static reaction paths on a two-dimensional potential-
energy surface for the (a) geometrical and the (b) optical isomeriza-
tions. The energies (expressed in kcal/mol) are relative to the 
internal energy of the configuration FF taken as zero. The energy 
gap between two isoenergetic lines is 0.8 kcal/mol. 

The number of parameters introduced is too small to 
prescribe independently the heights and the positions of 
the conrotatory and disrotatory barriers. Thus, the 
values of h, A2, A0, and An used below do not match 
rigorously those computed for the symmetric surface.9" 
They are slightly modified so that the surface as a whole 
is qualitatively well fitted, and the energy barriers are 
correctly localized. The values selected are as follows 

Ai(EF) = 4.8 kcal/mol (calcd: 5.1) 

A2(EE) = 3.8 kcal/mol (calcd: 3.7) 

Ac = 4.0 kcal/mol (calcd: 3.9) 

(position of the maximum of the barrier is 64.7° after 
FF, instead of 65 ° on the computed surface) 

AD = 5.5 kcal/mol (calcd: 5.5) 

(position of the maximum of the barrier is 53.3° after 
FF, instead of 53.5° on the computed surface). 

In Figure 6, the parametrized potential surface is 
represented along with the static paths for both isomer-
izations. 

2. Equations of Motion and Initial Conditions. 
The nuclear motion on the potential surface is described 
within the framework of classical mechanics. The 
initial state is described classically; i.e., the energy of 
the system as well as the distribution of this energy over 
the different modes of distortion are varied in a con
tinuous way. A supplementary simplification is intro
duced in the mechanical description of the system. In 
the optimized geometries of diradicals EF and FF, the 
"face" (F) methylene groups are pyramidalized toward 
the inner part of the ring.9 Rotations of these groups 
by 90° occur through a progressive depyramidalization 
on the static surface. In the static calculations, the de
pyramidalization angles (denoted by /3i and /32) were 
not taken as independent variables, but rather as func
tions of B1 and B2. Thus the computed potential-energy 
function V, and its parametrized version, is really of the 
form V(B1, B2, P1(BuB2), ^2(B1M). Although the pyramid-
alization motion is not free (adiabatic adjustment mo
tion), it contributes slightly to the kinetic energy of the 
system. Here it is neglected; the kinetic energy of the 
system is formally written by taking into account only 
the principal twisting motion (B), as if both methylene 
groups remained trigonal throughout the rotations. 

Journal of the American Chemical Society / 96:22 / October 30, 1974 
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Under these conditions, the Lagrangian equations for 
the system are 

Id2 = -bV/d02 

63 180« 

(1) 

where / = 2mnRc-n2 sin2 (7/2) and 7 = Z HCH. 7 is 
supposed to be constant. These two second-order differ
ential equations transform into four first-order differ
ential equations by the following change of variables: 
61 = Ji, 02 = J2, 61 = J3, and B2 = J4. Thus, the system 
of coupled equations is explicitly shown in eq 2. The 

y\ = yz 

y2 = yi 

y3 = { — 2a sin (J1 + J2) sin (J1 - J2) sin Iy1 -

[2b sin (ji - J2) cos (J1 + J2) + 

2c sin (J1 + ^2) cos (J1 - J2)] cos 2.J1 -

c? sin2 J2 sin 2Ji}// (2) 

ji= {la sin (ji + J2) sin (ji — J2) sin 2 j 2 — 

[2c sin (ji + J2) cos (ji - J2) -

26 sin (ji - J2) cos (ji + J2)] cos 2 j 2 -

c? sin2 J1 sin 2y2)jl 

numerical integration of (2) requires four initial condi
tions and then leads to a particular trajectory. The 
initial conditions are: (i) The initial angular positions 
of both rotors (0i° and 02°). Since here the motions of 
ring opening and rotations are separated, the positions 
corresponding to diradical FF are always selected as 
0i° = 02° = 0. This assumes implicitly that the rota
tional motion does not initiate during the first step of the 
reaction when the CCC angle opens from 60°, until 
about 113°. Clearly, a more realistic description would 
require taking into account an entire distribution of 
initial positions O1

0, 02° around Si0 = 02° = 0. Such ex
plicit introduction of the coupling between methylene 
rotation and ring opening is considered in the next 
paper. 

(ii) The total initial (rotational) energy E0. Here, 
trajectories have been run for initial energies in the 
range 4.81-5.80 kcal/mol; i.e., our study has been re
stricted to the dynamical behavior of diradicals possess
ing an internal energy slightly greater than that of the 
transition states. This behavior is expected to be very 
sensitive to the different potential-energy barriers (in 
position as well as in height). 

(iii) The initial distribution of E0 between the two 
rotors. This is characterized by the angle 5 defined by 

tgh = 0\°/6>20 

where A1
0 and 02° are the initial rotational velocities of the 

two groups. Then the relationship 

02° = ±cos8{2/-1[£o - K(O1W)] }v" 

is used. Symmetry considerations show that only the 
values of 8 between 5C = +45° (synchronous conrotatory 
motion) and 5d = —45° (synchronous disrotatory 
motion) need be considered. The value 5 = 0 cor
responds to all the initial energy being concentrated 
in a single rotor. The parameter 8 is varied with a step 
of 2°; i.e., 46 trajectories are studied for each value of the 
total energy. 

03180» 
1 t 

90« 

7-a 
'OPT. 

7-b 

90° 

180° 
t 6 i 

(E= 5.2 kcal/mote, 6=45°) (E=5.2 kcal/mole, 6= 4") 

63180" 

7-c 7-d 
(E=5.2 kcal/mole, 8=-2°) (E=5.2 kcal/mole,6=-60) 

63, 90* 

7 - f 

(E=5.2 kcal/mole,6=-24°) (E=5.2 kcal/mole,6=-36') 

Figure 7. Some typical trajectories plotted on the potential-energy 
surface of Figure 6. Here, the surface is symbolically represented 
by only the V ••= 4.9 kcal/mol energy contour. 

The only true dynamical variables in the present study 
are the two angles of rotation (0i and O2). Hence, the 
computed trajectories are endless: the rotations can go 
on indefinitely with continual energy transfer between the 
two rotors. In the real molecule, the rotations stop 
whenever the cyclization (ring closure) occurs. 

3. Results, (a) Typical Trajectories. The tra
jectory in Figure 7a has been calculated for two rotors 
with the same initial velocity (5 = 5C = 45°). The initial 
kinetic energy (5.2 kcal/mol)18 is greater than the con-
rotatory potential-energy barrier (4.0 kcal/mol). The 
optical isomer is formed. Since the starting point 
(S1

0 = 02° = 0) lies at the bottom of the "conrotatory 
valley," the reaction path is a straight line. Thus the 
dynamical path is the same as the static minimum-energy 
path. It should be emphasized that 5 = 5C is the only 
value for which such a result is observed. The optical 
isomer is formed after 1.4 X 10~13sec. 

In Figures 7b and 7c, the trajectories correspond 
to 5 = + 4 ° and 5 = —2°, respectively. The minimum-
energy path is not followed anymore by the molecule. 
However, since the dynamical energy still exceeds the 
potential-energy barrier hc by 1.2 kcal/mol, the optical 
isomer is still reached, although the deviations of the 
trajectories with respect to the minimum-energy path 
become more and more important. The trajectory in 

(18) AU energies are measured from open cyclopropane FF (K 
(0,0) - 0). 
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+45'(CONR.) 0« 

(a) N-1 

-45« (DISR.) 

+ 45« (CONR.) 45"(DISR.) 

Figure 8. Plot of the ratio, R = ([cis] - [trans])/tf, where N is 
the number of isomers successively formed, vs. S, the initial distribu
tion of the excess energy among the two rotors, for (a) N = 1, (b) 
Af= 3, and (C)W= 7. 

Figure 7c is the limiting case; i.e., 8 = —2° is the limit
ing value for which the optical isomer is directly formed. 
Interestingly, the representative point of the molecule 
finds the right pathway by bouncing off the two dis-
rotatory bumps surrounding the conrotatory valley 
several times in the course of the motion. That part of 
the kinetic energy which corresponds to a distortion 
along the reaction coordinate is very small and just 
sufficient to go through the transition state. The re
maining kinetic energy is wasted in motions perpendic
ular to the main pathway axis. It is worthwhile to note 
that initially the energy was almost totally concentrated 
in one of the two rotors. On an intuitive basis, such a 
lopsided energy partition was expected to facilitate the 
formation of the geometrical isomer, the total energy 
(5.2 kcal/mol) being sufficient to go over the transition 
state (Zz1 = 4.8 kcal/mol). As shown in Figure 7c, the 
representative point of the molecule comes extremely 
close to the transition state for geometrical isomeriza-
tion. However, it does not go through this transition 
state because locally it moves along a coordinate which is 

almost perpendicular to that which is necessary to form 
the geometrical isomer. In other words, the molecule 
cannot use all its kinetic energy to jump over the saddle 
point. The time interval which is necessary to form the 
optical isomer increases for dynamical trajectories get
ting further and further away from the minimum-energy 
path: 3.0 X IO"13 sec for 5 = 4° and 5.5 X 10-13 sec 
for 5 = - 2 ° . 

For - 3 0 ° < 5 < - 4 ° and for E0 = 5.2 kcal/mol, the 
reflection of the trajectories on the disrotatory bumps is 
strong enough to make the representative point of the 
molecule return to its starting point. Consequently, 
in their initial step, these trajectories are nonreactive. 
However, as the rotations are allowed to go on, the 
representative point goes on moving on the surface so 
that the molecule can, at some moment, reach the con
formation of a transition state (subsequent steps). 
Then the geometrical isomer is formed most often. 
The passage of the col for geometrical isomerization oc
curs in two different manners: (i) along the dis
rotatory reaction coordinate, as would be expected from 
the static study9 (c/. Figure 7d); (ii) along a different 
reaction coordinate, as in Figure 7e. This is possible 
because the energy in the molecule is greater than that of 
the transition state. 

Finally, for E0 < 5.5 kcal/mol and for values of 5 close 
to <5D = - 4 5 ° , i.e., for an initial distortion of the mole
cule along the disrotatory mode, the trajectories are non-
reactive throughout all the time range of the numerical 
integrations (1.2 X 10~12 sec). Such a trajectory for 8 
= —36° is pictured in Figure 7f. 

(b) Influence of 8 (Initial Distribution of the Energy) 
on the Nature of the Product Isomer. A detailed study 
of 46 trajectories at a given total energy (E0 = 5.8 
kcal/mol) is presented below. This value of E0 is in
teresting (i) because, in principle, any point on the sur
face is attainable; but (ii) the excess energy with respect 
to the various potential barriers is small (1.8 and 1.0 
kcal/mol with respect to hc and EF, respectively). In 
the following, the reacting molecule is always supposed 
to be the cis isomer. 

In Figure 8a, the nature of the first isomer formed is 
plotted as a function of 8. The value + 1 corresponds to 
formation of the optical isomer and the value - 1 to the 
geometrical isomer. For 5 > 0, the optical isomer is 
formed and the trajectories are of the types shown in 
Figures 7a, 7b, or 7c; i.e., the representative point 
follows the conrotatory valley but with wider deviations 
with respect to the minimum-energy path. For 5 < 0 
(initial disrotatory motion), the first isomer formed is 
the geometrical isomer. It is formed directly, without 
any intermediate return to starting geometry. The 
molecule is sufficiently energetic to cross over the saddle 
point, whatever the local coordinate is. When 5 is close 
to - 4 5 ° , the optical isomer is formed again, but this 
time the process is disrotatory. 

If, instead of considering only the first isomer formed, 
the reaction is allowed to continue, then many rotations 
follow each other. Thus, a given initial distribution of 
energy leads to the molecule passing successively 
through the neighborhoods of many isomers (cis and 
trans). Since the starting molecule is a cis isomer, it is 
appropriate to study the variation (as a function of 8) 
of the ratio 

R = ([cis] - [trans])//*/ 
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where N = [cis] + [trans], and, for instance, [cis] denotes 
the number of times the cis geometry is reached during 
the continuous rotations of the methylene groups. In 
Figure 8b N is limited to 3, and to 7 in Figure 8c. R = 
1 (— 1) means that only cis (trans) isomers are reached 
during the rotations. A value of R close to zero corre
sponds to the following situation: for the initial energy 
distribution, the dynamical trajectory goes successively 
through the neighborhood of isomers of the two types, 
with about the same probability. The tendency of R 
to oscillate around zero with a small amplitude appears 
already in Figure 8b where N = 3. It is more clearly 
confirmed in Figure 8c where N = 7. One observes 
that the values of 8 very close to 45 ° and the value 5 = 
— 45° only lead to the cis isomer being reached ex
clusively (R = 1); for all the other values of 8, both 
isomers are reached with about the same rate (R *~ 0). 
This means that the initial distribution of the energy, 
within a wide range of 5, does not influence notably 
which isomer is formed. 

Now, all the trans isomers are geometrical isomers of 
the cis starting molecule. They form a set of two enan-
tiomers, T ( + ) and T( —), according to which terminal 
group has rotated by 180°. On the other hand, a cis 
isomer reached during the rotations can be identical 
with either the starting molecule [C(+) -*• C(+)] or its 
enantiomer [C(-f-) -*• C(—)]. Thus, one-half of the cis 
isomers are indistinguishable from the starting molecule. 
In the counting process for formation of geometrical and 
optical isomers, the former are therefore favored by a 
factor of 2.12d If only a single rotation is allowed, the 
process C(+) -* C(-f) disappears, and all the cis iso
mers formed are optical isomers of the starting molecule. 

Our dynamical results are strongly dependent on the 
particular value E0 = 5.8 kcal/mol of the total energy. 
For energies smaller than 4 kcal/mol, all the trajectories 
are nonreactive since none of the two transition states 
can be attained. For E0 lying between 4.0 and 4.8 
kcal/mol, the trajectories may either lead to the optical 
isomer (for 5 close to 45°) or be nonreactive. Finally, 
for E0 greater than 4.8 kcal/mol, both isomerizations can 
be observed. However, for E0 just above the threshold 
of 4.8 kcal/mol, the optical isomerization remains the 
privileged reaction process, and nonreactive trajectories 
are still numerous (5 < 0). As soon as the excess energy 
is greater than 1 kcal/mol, the first rotation is always 
reactive and both isomers (optical and geometrical) 
can be formed (cf. Figure 8a). 

It is important to note that none of the initial condi
tions allow for a dynamical trajectory following the static 
reaction path proposed9 for the geometrical isomeriza
tion. Indeed, the simplest dynamical pathway through 
the geometrical col [disrotatory, conrotatory, disrotatory 
(Figure 7e)] is exactly opposite to the static minimum-
energy path [conrotatory, disrotatory, conrotatory]. 
We explain this result as follows: When the initial 
rotational motion of the two groups is conrotatory, 
nothing on the surface (as a bump, for instance) can 
block the rotation of one of the two groups, while the 
rotation of the other group goes on. An initial conrota
tory motion therefore leads necessarily to the formation 
of the optical isomer. However, a slight modification 
in the initial position of the two rotors (determined by 
:he values of 0i° and Q2

0) can produce dynamical trajec
tories so that the molecule reaches directly the transi-

C 

FF (B = + 30°) CVCLOPROPANE (0 = - 30') 

Figure 9. Definition of the two geometrical parameters (angles a 
and /3) primarily concerned in the ring closure from the diradical 
FF to cyclopropane. 

tion state, and the reaction coordinate is locally dis
rotatory as anticipated. The same result is observed, 
for initial conditions B1

0 = Q2
0 = 0, if the representative 

point of the molecule is left free to move on the surface 
as long as needed (complex trajectory) for suitable 
values of {dh d2, dh B2) being produced, which makes 
possible passage of the col along a local disrotatory co
ordinate (see Figure 7d). 

(c) Influence of Substituents. From the set of equa
tions (1) it appears that the multiplication of the mo
ment of inertia / by a constant F, all other things being 
equal, simply multiplies the durations of the rotations 
by Fl/\ In the replacement of the terminal hydrogens 
of cyclopropane by methyl groups (tetramethylcyclo-
propane), Fl/l equals 5.8. In this case, and for given 
initial conditions, the substitution does not alter the 
shapes of the trajectories but lengthens the duration of 
the rotational motion by a factor of 6. Obviously, this 
is only a very rough approximation since this result is 
based on the assumption that the potential-energy sur
face for the two rotations of the terminal groups is the 
same for cyclopropane and tetramethylcyclopropane. 

Ring Closure of the Face-to-Face (FF) Diradical 

1. Description of the Computed Potential-Energy 
Surface. The motion of ring closure from the face-to-
face diradical FF to cyclopropane involves essentially 
two important geometrical parameters: the angle of 
ring opening, denoted by 2a, which varies from 113 to 
60°, and the angle between the projection of C-H bonds 
in the CCC plane and the adjacent C-C bond, which de
fine the pyramidalization of the terminal methylene 
groups (Figure 9). This angle (denoted by /3) is —30° 
in the cyclopropane. In FF, the energy is minimal for 
/3= +3O0;19 i.e., the methylene groups are pyramidal-
ized toward the inner part of the ring (see Figure 9). 
The two-dimensional (2a,fi) potential-energy surface is 
pictured in Figure 10, along with the minimum-energy 
path (drawn approximately) which is bent. In the first 
part of this path, the terminal methylene groups tend to 
keep the same inward pyramidalization; inversion oc
curs only in the second part of the path. The strong 
curvature of the minimum-energy path will create cen
trifugal effects due to which all the dynamical trajectories 
deviate (more or less) from this static path. 

2. Analytical Expression of the Potential-Energy 
Function. The computed potential-energy surface ap
pears rather complicated: the reaction coordinate is 
not rectilinear, and there is no symmetry element in the 
surface (Figure 10). Thus it is difficult to find a priori 
a simple analytic formula, as a function of a and /3, 
which reproduces the main features of the surface. A 

(19) Y. Jean and L. Salem, Chem. Commun., 382 (1971). 
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Figure 10. Static reaction path for the ring closure from FF to 
cyclopropane. The abscissas are the values of the angle 0, the 
ordinates the values of the angle 2a. The energy gap between two 
isoenergetic lines is 2.5 kcal/mol. 

general technique of interpolation of computed values 
of the potential must be used. The following method 
makes use of cubic polynomial functions called splines. 
The technology and the application to the analytic de
scription of potential-energy surfaces are developed in 
ref 8. 

3. Equations of Motion and Initial Conditions. The 
equations of motion for the problem are established as 
an application of the theory of constrained systems.8 

The notations for the geometrical parameters and for 
the masses are shown in Figure 11. Otherwise, the 
quantities Aaa, AaB, and A8a are the elements of the 
symetric matrix A defined formally in ref 8. 

It would require five degrees of freedom (a, 8, L, 
X, and X') to treat the problem with no constraint ex
cept the required symmetry with respect to (i) the 
plane of the ring and (ii) the bisecting plane per
pendicular to the ring. Here the three lengths L, X, 
and X' are frozen, and the problem is studied in only 
two dimensions, a and 8. Consequently, the present 
system is highly constrained. The reduction, from five 
dimensions to two, results in the following A matrix 

Aaa = A + B + C 

AaB = -(A + B/2) 

ARR = A 

where 

A = 2(2m1)k
2 

I 1 + p M + 2/Wi ) 

B = -^-(2mi)LX{(2 + p) cos /3 + p cos (2a - B)} 
1 + P 

C = — ^ - ( M + Im1)L
211 + P c o s 2 «1 

1 + P 

P = 2 
M -f 2m\ 
M + 2w2 

Figure 11. Definition of the geometrical parameters (variable 
angles and constant bond lengths) and the masses. 

The elements of the inverse matrix A - 1 are consequently 

Aaa-> = AjD 

AaT
l = (A + BIl)ID 

AsT1 = (A + B + C)/D 

where D = AC - By4. 
We introduce the quantities 

E = Ip 

F=-

G = 

1 + P 

2 + P1 

(Im1)Lk sin (2a — 8) 

(Im1)Lk sin B 

X2 sin (2a - 2B) 

1 + P 

2p (2m!)2 

H=-

Then we have 

dAaa 

1 + p M + 2W1 

2p 
1 + P 

(M + 2mi)L2 sin 2a 

da 

SA 

= -2E- G + H 
dA0 

dB 
= E + 2F + G 

da 

da 

^- = E+ G 
c)A 
dB 

dAas 
dB 

aB _ + F + G 

= G 

For the Lagrangian equations, we first write the com
ponents of the vector S 

"dAa6 

Sa = 
dA 
d 

VdAag _ IdA13I 2 , 
L d|8 2 da j ^ 

U$ _ \dAaJ\ 2 , dA, 
a 2 dB _T" ^ do 

dt) 
da 

KaTta + 

IdA88 2 , dV 
2W*' +dB 

and finally 

a = Tf a 

7T« = -[Aa1T
1S01 + A01T

1S8] 

TT3 = —[AaT
lSa + ABT1SB] 

(3) 
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Figure 12. The basic trajectory for the ring closure of unsubstituted 
cyclopropane with zero kinetic energy in the opened-ring configura
tion FF. 

The numerical integration of the four coupled first-
order differential equations (3) requires four initial con
ditions. These are (i) the values a" and /3° which deter
mine the molecular geometry at the starting point 
[the trajectories presented below, which describe ring 
closure processes for the diradical FF, all correspond to 
the same starting point: a° = 113°/2 = 56.5° and /3° = 
+ 30 °]; (ii) the initial kinetic energy E0 of the molecule 
as it starts to reclose from FF [since the energy of the 
diradical FF is only slightly below that of the transition 
states, the initial value of the kinetic energy is varied 
within the narrow range 0 to 5 kcal/molj; (iii) the 
manner in which E0 is distributed between the modes 
of reclosure and the mode of depyramidalization. This 
is defined by an angle (A) such that 

tgA = /J°/d° 

A is the angle between the initial velocity vector and the 
straight line /3 = /3° in Figure 12. It defines unequivo
cally a° and /3°; for instance 

. 0 = _ f 2{E0 - V(cP,P)} Y 
U - « / 3 ° ) + lA^cP^tgA + Aw(a°,(l°)tg*A] 

For each value of E0 = 0, 1, 3, or 5 kcal/mol, ten trajec
tories were run for ten different A's between —90 and 
+90° , with a step size of 20°. 

4. Results, (a) Cyclopropane. Our model does 
not make possible either a deactivation of the molecule 
by collision or an energy transfer to a nonreactive mode. 
Thus, if a trajectory is integrated through a sufficient 
length of time, there occurs a sequence of ring-closure 
and ring-opening processes. In fact, for the tra
jectories presented below, the integration is stopped 
whenever the representative point of the molecule 
enters a prescribed narrow neighborhood of cyclopro
pane in its equilibrium geometry. Then deactivation 
would lead to a vibrationally unexcited cyclopropane 
molecule. 

6919 

Figure 13. Projection on the CCC plane of the motion of the 
nuclei through time, in the course of ring closure for unsubstituted 
cyclopropane (E0Cin = 0). 

Im Figure 12, we represent the trajectory for vanishing 
initial kinetic energy (E0 = 0). It is probably the tra
jectory which best matches the static minimum-energy 
path, at least at the beginning. Indeed, the forms of the 
two curves in Figures 10 and 12 are in rather good 
conformity. However, their superposition brings out 
two differences: (i) The form of the static reaction path 
close to Ahe starting point (a0, /3°) is somewhat different 
from the dynamical trajectory. This indicates clearly 
again, if still necessary, that predictions from static re
action paths on potential-energy surfaces are very limited 
and somewhat dangerous, particularly in rather flat 
regions, (ii) That part of the trajectory where terminal 
methylene groups remain pyramidalized toward the in
side of the ring is longer than the same fraction of the 
minimum-energy path. This is a purely dynamical 
effect due to the molecular motion being unable to ad
just instantaneously to the changes of curvature of the 
equipotential lines (because of centrifugal forces). In 
Figure 13, the projection on the plane of the carbons of 
the displacements of the different atoms in the course of 
the cyclization is represented. 

The ring closure .occurs in 4.13 X 10~14 sec. It is 
noticeable that the motion starts very slowly because of 
the weak force (the gradient of a rather flat surface) 
acting on the angle CCC. Thus, half the time (2.0 X 
10~14 sec) is devoted to the angle decreasing from 113 to 
100° only. The rather long time spent by the repre
sentative point of the moiecule in the region of the sur
face where the rotation of one or both methylene 
groups is still possible, i.e., without requiring an un
realistic amount of energy, may have important 
mechanistic consequences. Indeed, this time interval 
should be sufficient for a methylene group with a few 
kilocalories in its rotational mode to rotate by a large 
angle (40 to 50°). Now such a rotation can block the 
reclosing motion and allow for supplementary rota
tions in the diradical. The introduction of the coupling 
between ring closure and rotation should bring definitive 
information on this particular point. 

When the diradical FF has initially a small amount of 
excess energy in either its reclosing mode or its de
pyramidalization mode, or both, the dynamical trajec
tories deviate only slightly from the fundamental trajec
tory described previously. Figure 14 shows three 
trajectories for E0 = 5 kcal/mol and A = +70, -f-10, 
and —50°. The ring-closure process is now faster than 
for Eo = 0 (about 2.75 X 10~14 sec, whatever A). In 
contrast with the high sensitivity of the rotational trajec-
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-30° -20* -10* 0° 10° 20* F F U>' 50'" 

Figure 14. Some typical dynamical trajectories for the ring closure 
of unsubstituted cyclopropane in the case of nonzero initial kinetic 
energy (£°Cin = 5 kcal/mol) and various distributions of this energy. 

tories to the initial conditions, the shape of the ring-
closure trajectories is rather insensitive to the initial 
conditions over a wide range; the gap between the 
static reaction path and the dynamical trajectories re
mains small. This is mainly due to the s'narp steepness 
of the surface, whereas the rotational surface is rather 
flat. Finally, let us note that the direct) on of the trajec
tories in the region around the representative point of 
cyclopropane (the absolute minimum of the surface) also 
indicates the best energetic distribution for the reverse 
reaction, i.e., for the ring opening of cyclopropane to the 
diradical FF. The static pathway is actually a good 
approximation to these dynamic pathways. 

(b) Substituted Cyclopropanes. Trajectories were 
also run for 1,1,2,2-tetramethylcyclopropane and for 
hexamethylcyclopropane. The same potential-energy 
surface was used. This seems reasonable on the basis 
of quantum-mechanical calculations on the 1,2-di-
methylcyclopropane molecule, which show that sub
stitution of hydrogens by methyl groups does not alter 
significantly the main features of the ring closure 
potential-energy surface,16 particularly for pyramidal-
ization of the terminal groups. The most important 
result is that the time required by the ring-closure pro
cess is only slightly affected by the nature of substit-
uents. For instance, for E0 = 0 this time is 4.0 X 10-14 

sec for 1,1,2,2-tetramethylcyclopropane. The corre
sponding trajectory is pictured in Figure 15. This is due 
to the fact that the dynamical trajectories for the ring 
closure of substituted cyclopropanes are almost straight 
lines, i.e., are shorter than the bent trajectories obtained 
for unsubstituted cyclopropane under the same initial 
conditions. As the velocities are smaller, however, in 
the heavier substituted molecules, the overall duration 
of the process is the same. Now, we saw how sensitive 

-30° -20° -10° 0° 10° 20° F F UJ° 50° 

Figure 15. The basic dynamical trajectory for the ring closure o) 
heavily substituted cyclopropane (1,1,2,2-tetramethylcyclopropanef 
with zero kinetic energy in the opened-ring configuration FF. 

rotation times are to the mass of the substituent groups 
on the terminal carbons (they are enhanced by a factor 
of 6 when replacing the cyclopropane by the 1,1,2,2-
tetramethylcyclopropane). Therefore, substitution 
should favor cyclization relative to rotation. It is only 
as long as the ring is suitably opened that a rotation can 
occur. If the rotational distortion with respect to the 
FF conformation remains small (as should often be the 
case for heavily substituted cyclopropanes), the ring-
closure process can occur before any transition state is 
reached. Qualitatively, this is observed in experiments 
where reaction rates are measured for disubstituted and 
tetrasubstituted cyclopropanes. The ratio koyc/kTot of 
the reaction rates for cyclization and rotation is equal to 
Vs for l-methyl-2-ethylcyclopropane12c and to 11 for 
tetramethylcyclopropane-a?6.12b The experimental study 
of the pyrolysis of substituted cyclobutanes leads to a 
similar result. These reactions involve the 1,4-butane-
diyl diradical intermediate, which subsequently leads 
either to olefins through the breaking of the C2-C3 bond 
(rate constant, kd) or to geometrical isomers of the re-
actant through rotations around the bonds Cx-C2 or 
C3-C4 followed by cyclization (rate constant, k{). 
Heavy substituent groups on the terminal carbons make 
the ratio kijki increase.20 Therefore, substitution again 
disfavors the reaction process involving rotations 
around carbon-carbon bonds. 
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